WESTERN PERFORMS!  
FINAL CONCERT

03/17/17  7 - 9 PM
The ARTS Project  203 Dundas St

The final concert in the Western Performs! series will be in honour of Canada 150. We’re proud to hold this event in conjunction with the Annual Second Year Exhibition of The Fanshawe College Fine Art program (March 14 – 18, 2017), a mixed media installation of WWI era bell tents that speaks to the conflicting feelings of horror and pride associated with the Great War, as Canada marks the 100th Anniversary of the Battle of Vimy Ridge.

FEATURING
Don Wright Faculty of Music students performing period music composed by Canadians
Main gallery of The ARTS Project

Year Two School for the Advanced Studies in the Arts and Humanities students "Stories Told and Untold" exhibition celebrating and interrogating notions of Canadian nationhood, patriotism, and belonging
Blackbox theatre

DON WRIGHT FACULTY OF MUSIC STUDENTS
Christina Bernardoni (voice) mezzo
Eric Bews (piano)
Parker Clement (voice) baritone
Laura Engsig (clarinet)
Sarena Gutierrez (percussion)
Ethan Lacey (piano)
Euiene Lee (voice) soprano
Chad Louwverse (voice) bass baritone
Anna Macdonald (voice) soprano
James Masschelein (piano)
Paige Mitchell (horn)
Jocelyn Molnar (voice) soprano
Joseph Moscheck (percussion)
Ryan Nauta (voice) tenor
Aliah Nelson (voice) soprano
John Pentigalo (pop studies)
Eduardo Semencio (violin)
Monica Sovinski (voice) soprano
Madeline Speller (violin)
Nicole Stocks (voice) mezzo
Sophie Stryniak (cello)
Raymond Truong (piano)
Jared Wallace (trumpet)
Tanner Wilson (flute)
Catherine Zanon (voice) soprano

SCHOOL FOR THE ADVANCED STUDIES IN THE ARTS AND HUMANITES STUDENTS
Sarah Ball
Nicole Barrett
Rikki Bergen
Cassandra Haley
Michael Juranka
Annie Li
Aman Kular
Diyana Noory
Julia Sebastien
Jasie Carroll-Woolery
Keyona Gallucci
Margaret Graham